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The purpose ol lhis article is lo show hoto lhe concelt of staheholdtrs in an
orgattizalion can be used to tndenland the twhs of lhe board of direetors, The
aulhors argue lhal a uohuteeristic approach lo questions of clrplrate gluen.
ance uhich locuses on e!ftctiue direclor behalior is prelerable lo slnrchtal
change aia lqislalion.

Management thought has changed dramatically irt recent yeius. There
have been, and are now underway, both conceptual and practical revolutions in the ways that management theorists and managers think about
organizationallife, I The purpose ofthis article is to understand the inrplications of one of these shifts in world view; namely, the shift from "stockholder" to "stakeholder, "

The Stakeholder Concept
It has long been gospelthat corporations have obligations to stockholders,
holders of the flrm's equity, that are sacrosanct and inviolable, Corporate
action or inaction is to be driven by attention to the reeds of its stockholders, usually thought to be measured by stock grice, earnings per
sharc, or some olher financial measure, It has been aigrrcd that the proper
relationship of management to its stockholders is sirnilar to that of the
fiduciary to the ceslrc que lruste t, whereby the interests of the stockholders should be dutifully cared for by managr:ment.2 Thus, any action
taken by management must ultimately be justified hy rvhether or not it
furthers the interests of the corporation and its stockholders,
There is also a long tradition of departure from the view that stockholders have a privileged place in the business enterprise. Berle and
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Means were worried about the

that the purpose of the corporation was to serve society, and
of the executive was to instill this sense of moraloumose in the
relations and corporate social action have
to be catalogued here.5 However, a recent development
calls for a more far-reaching change in the way that rve look at corporate
life, and that is the good cunency of the idea of "stakeholders."
The stakeholder notion is indeed a deceptively simple one. It says that

an internal memorandum at

x

the Stanford Research Institute in 1963,7 refers to "those proLros rvi
whose sunport the n'ganizetion would cease to exist." The list of stakeholders originally included shueowners, employees, customers, suppliers, lenders, and society, Stemming from the work of Igor Ansoff and
Robert Stervart (in the planning department at Lockheed) and, laler,
IUarion Doscher and Stewart (at SRi), stakeholder analysis served and
continues to serve an important function in the SRI corporate planning
process.
From the originalrvork at SRI, the historical traildiverges in a numberof
directions. One recent author was forced to claim, "The prer:ise origins of
stakeholder ther:ry ale impossible to determine."8 In his nol classic
Corforate Stralely: An Analytic Approach to Business Poliq for Growlh and
ErPansion, Igor Ansoff makes Iimited use of the theory.

claims of tho vrrious "stakeholders" in the flrm: managers, rvorkers, stockholders,
suppliers, vendors,e

Ansoff credits Abrams and Cyert and Much with a similar vierv,r0 but goes
on to reject the stakeholder theory in favor of a view which separates

or the most part the development of the stakcholder concept rvas slorv
during the late sixties and euly seventies, except for the continued work at
SRI by a number ofresearchers ard consultants. A notable exception is the
rvork of Dric Rhenman in Sweden, who applied the concept to industrial
democracy. rr
In the micl-1970s, researchers in systems theory, led by RussellAckoff
"rediscovered" stakeholder analysis, or at least took Ansoffs admonition
more seriously.rz Propounding essentially an open systems view of organizatio:ts, Ackoff argues that many social problems can be solved by the
redesign of fundzunental institutions with the support and interaction of
stakeholders in the system.
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A second trailfrom Ansoff s originalrefer ence is the work of William Dill,
who in concert with Ackoff, sought to move the stakeholder concept from
the pcriphery of corp0rate planning to a central place, In 1975 Dill argued:
For a long time, wc have assumcd lhat the views and lhe initiatire of stakeholdcrs
could be dealt with as externalilics to the strategic planning and management
process: as data to help management shape decisions, or as legal artd social con'
straints to lirrit them. We havc been reluclant, though, t,radrnit thc idea that some of
these outside stakcholders mighl seek and earn active roles wilh management lo
make decisions. The move today is from slahehokler ilfrcnce loutanls slaheholder

Padicilalion,tt

Dill went on to set out a role for strategic managers as communicators with
stakeholders and considered the role of adversary groups such as Nader's
Raiders in the strategic process. Iior the most part, until Dill's paper,
stakeholders had been assumed to be nonadversarial, or adversadalor y in
the sense of labor-managernent relations. By broadening the notion of
stakeholder to "people outside, . . rvho have ideas about what the
econonlic and social oerformance of the enterprise should inclqdq" Dill
the stage for the use of the stakeholder concept as an umbrella for strategic
management.
A related development is primuily responsible for giving the stakeholder concept a boost; namely, the increase in concern with the social
involvement of business. The corporate social responsibility movement is
too diverse and has spawned too many ideas, concepts, and techniques to
explain here.r{ Suffrce it to say that the social ntovements ofthe sixties and
seventies-civil rights, the antiwar movement, consumerism, environmentalism, ard women's rights-served as a catalyst for rethinking
the role of the business enterprise in society. F'rom Milton Friedman to
John Kenneth Galbraith, there are a diversity ofarguments. However, one
aspect of the corporate social responsibility debate is particularly relevant
to understanding the good cunency of the stakeholder concept.
In the early 1970s the Harvud Business School utdertook a project on
corporate social responsibility. The output of the project was voluminous,
and of particular importance was the development of a pragmatic model of
social responsibility called "the corporate social responsiveness model."rs
It essentially adrlressed Dill's question with respect to social issues: "How
can the corporation respond proactively to the increased pressure for
positive social charge?" By concentrating on responsiveness instead of
responsibility, the Harvard researchers were able to link the analysis of
social issues with the traditional areas of strategy and organization.
By the late 1970s the need for strategic management processes to take
account of nontraditional business problems in terms of government,
special interest groups, trade associations, foreign competitors, dissident
shareholders, and complex issues such as employee rights, equal opportunity, environmental pollution, consumer rights, tariffs, llovenunent
regulation, and reindustrialization had becomc obvious, To begin to de-
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velop these processes, The Wharton School began, in 1g77 in its Applied
Research Cerrter, a "rtakeholder project, " The objectives of the project
were to put together a number of strands of thought and to develop a
theory of management which enabled executivcs to formulate and implement corporate strategy in turbulent environments. 'Ihus, an action research model rvas used whereby stakeholder theory was generated by
actual cases.
To date the project has explored the implications of the stakeholder
concepl on threc levels: as a management tleory; as a process for practitioners to use in strategic management; ard as an aralytical framework,
At the theoretical level the implications of substituting sld heholdtr for
stockholder needs to be explicated. The fust problem at this level is the
actua.l definiiion of, staheholdtr. SRI's originat definition is too general and
too exclusive to serve as a means of identffig those extemal groups who
are strategically important. The concentration on generic stakeholders,
such as society ard customers, rather than specific social interest groups
and specific customer segments produces aa analysis which can only be
used as a background for the planning process. Strategically useful furformation about the actions, objectives, and motivations of specific groups,
which is needed if management is to be responsive to stakeholder concerns, requires a more specific and inclusive definition,
\Ue pnrpose two defnitions of sfa&elioldzr a wide sense, which includes
groups rvho are hiendly or hostile, and a narrow sense, which captures the
essence of the SRI def,nition, but is more specific.r6

t

o

The Wide Sense ofStaheholder. Any identifiable group or individual who
can affect the achievement of ar organization's objectives or who is

affected by the achievement of an organization's objectives. (Public
interest groups, protest groups, government agencles, trade associations, competitors, unions, as well as employees, customer segments,
shareowners, and others are stakeholders, in this sense.)
The Nanou Sense of Slahehokler,: Any identifiable group or indMdual
on which the organization is dependent for its continued survival,
(Dmployees, customer segments, certain suppliers, key government
agencies, shareowners, certain financial institutions, as well as others
are all stakeholders in the narrow sense of the term.)

lYhile executives are willing to recognize that employees, suppliers, ard
customers have a stake in the corporation, many resist the inclusion of

adversary groups. But from the standpoint of corporate strategy, sla&eholfur mrst be understood in the wide sense: strategies need to account
for those groups who can allect the achievement of the 6rm's objectives.
Some rnay feel happier with other uords, such as inflwncers, claimank,
fublics, or conslifuencres. Semartics aside, if corporations are to formulate
and irlplement strategies in turbulent environments, theories of strategy,
must have concepts, such as the wide sense of slale&ol&r, which allow thc
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In what follows we will use sla&ulolder in tlle wide sense, as our
primary objective is to elucidate the questions of corporate governance
fron the perspective of strategic management.
A second issue at the theoretical level is the generation of prescriptive

propositions which explain actual cases and articulate reelalilglrincipt!!
for future use. Thus, apost hoc analysis of thc brerving industry and the
problem ol beverage container legislation, combined with a sinrilar analysis
of the regulatory environments of public utilities have led to riome simple
propositions rvhich serve as a philosophical guideline for strattrgy formulation. r8 For examplc:

r
r
r
r

Generalize the marketing approach: understand the neuds of each
stakeholder, in a similar fashion to understanding customer needs, and,
design products, services, and programs to fulfill those needs.
Ilstablish negotiation processes: understand the political nature of a
number of stakeholders, and the applir:ability of conceptri and techniques of political science, such as coalition analysis, conflict management, and the use and abuse of unilateral action.
Establish a decision philosophy that is oriented towards seizing the
initiative rather than reacting to events ils they occur.
Allocate organizational resources based on the degree of importance of
the environmental turbulence (the stakt:holders' claims).

f
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Other presrriptive propositions can be put fortlr, especially with respect tr,

issues o[ corporate govemance. One proposition that has been dis,
cussed is to "involve ritakeholder groups in strategic decisions," or'
"invite stakeholders to participate in govemance decisions." While proposi,,
tions like this may have substantial merit, we have not examined enough
)ases nor marshalled enough evidence to support them in an unqualified
:nanner. There are cases where participation is appropriate, Some public
rtilities have been quite successful in the use of stakeholder advisory
groups in matters of rate setting,re However, given the breadth of our
conccpt of stakeholder we believe that co-optation through participation is
not always the conect strategic decision.
The second level of analysis is the use of stakeholder concepts in
strategy formulation processes. Two procr:sses have been used so far: the
Stakeholder Strategy Process and the Slakeholder Audit Process, The
Stakeholder Strategy Process is a systernatic method for analyzing the
relative importance of stakeholders and thet cooperalive potential (how
they can help the corporation achieve its objectives) and their competitive
threat (how they can prevent the corporation from achieving its objectives), The process is one which lelies on a behavioral analysis (both actual
and potential) for input, and an explanatory modelof stakeholder objectives
and resultant strategic shift s fol output, The Stakeholder Audit Process is
a systcmatic metlod for idt.ntifying stakeholders and assessing the effec-
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By itself, each process has
a use in the strategic management of an organization. Each analyzes the
stakeholder environment from the standpoint of organizational mission and
objectives and seeks to formulate strategies for meeting stakeholder
needs and concerns.

rloers woulo cnange glven me mplementatron ol certan po[cles.
analytical deviie depicts an organization's stakeholders on a two-

dimensional grid map, The first dimension is oue of "interest" or "stake"
and rauges from an equity interest to an economic interest or marketplace
stake to an interest or stake as a "kibitzer" or inlluencer.2r Shareowners
have an equity stake; customers and suppliers have an economic stake;
and single-issue groups have an influencer stake, The second dimension of
a stakeholder is its power, which ranges tom the fornralistic or voting
power of stockhoklers to the economic power of customers to the political
power of speciid interest groups. By economic fiower we mean "the ability
to influence duc to marketplace decisions" and bypaliticul fiower we mem
"the ability to inlluence due to use of the political process."22
Table represents this stakeholder grid graphically. It is of course
possible that a stakeholdcr has more than one kind of both stake and
power, especially in tight of the fact that there are stakeholders who have
multiple roles. An employee may be at once shueholder, customer,
and even

I

view,
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Moreover, management and
ment
evolved to treat this "diagonal case, "
handle
stockholders
and boards via their ability to
Managers learn horv to
vote on certain koy decisions, and conflicts are resolvedby the procedures
and processes rvritten into the corporate charter or by methods which
involve Iormal legal parameters, Strategic planners, rnarketers, financial
analysts, alld operatlcns executives base their decisions on marketplace
variables, and an rrntire tradition of rnanagement principles is based on the
cconomic analysir; of the marketplace. Finally, public relations and public
affairs managcrs arrd lobbyists learn to deal irr the politicalarena. As long as
the realworld approximately Iits into the diagonal, management processes
may be able to dealeffectively rvith them. A more thoughtful examination,
however, rcveals that'lable I is either a straw man or that shifts of position
have occurred. In the auto industry, for instance, one part ofgovernment
has acouired econ(,mic oower in terms of the imoositionof imoort ouotas or
the tngger price mechanism. The Securitics and Exchange Commission
might be looked at as a kibitzer with formal ngrver in terms of disclosqlgaldlSS9U[lqS-rutes. Outside directors do not necessarily have an equity
stake, especially those women, minoritier',, and acadetnics who are becoming more and more normal for the boards of luge corporations. Some
kibitzer groups are buying stock and acquiring an equity stake, and while
they also acquire formal power, their main source of porver is still political.
Witrtess the marshalling of the political process by church groups in bringing up, at annual meetings, issues such as selling infant formula in the Third
Wcrld or investing in South Africa, Unions are using theirpolitical power as
well as their formalclout as managers oflarge portions ofpension funds to
infiuence the company. Customers are heing organized by consuner advocates to exercise the voice option and to politicize the marketplace. In
short, the realworld looks more like Table 2. (Ofcourse, each organization
will have its own individual grid.) Thus, search for altemative applications

(

\
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of traditional management processes must begin, and new concepts and
techniques arc needed to understand the shifts that have occurred and to
rnanage in the new environment.
1'he second problem which Table 1 illustrates is the complexity of sorne
irisues and the lack of clear soiutions, which make it necessary to adapt the
tricks of the tlade of one box on the diagonal to a different box. Thus, Ian
MacMillan has argued tiat elements of strategic plaruring such as

"Strengths, V/eaknesses, Opportunities and Threats Analysis" can be
applied to the pure political case.23 There is a long tradition of applying
econonric analysis t0 policy questions,2a ard we are beginning to see the
application of political concepts to economic questions, via reccnt discussions of codetermination and quality of working life.25
[rinally, there is a need to de1'elop new and innovative management
processes to deal rvith the cunent and future complexities of management
issues. At the theoretical level, stakeholder analysis has been developed to
enrich the cconomic approach to corporate strategy by arguing tlrat kibitzers rvith political porver must be included in the strategy process, At the
strategic level, stakeholder analysis takes a number of groups into account
and analyzes thoir strategic impact on the corporation. Tables 1 and 2
sllggrrst two additional applications. The first is the analysis of the policy
questions in corporate democracy, the subject of tie next section; and the

second is the analysis of the complex issues ol conllicts in orvnership
interests and the rcsulting generation of policy and strategic alternatives.

Stakeholder Analysis and Corporate Democracy
The debate on corporate govemance and, in particular, corporate democracy has recently intensified. Proposals have been put forth to make the
corporation more democratic, to encourage shareholder participation and
managemont responsiveness to shareholder needs, and to make corporations more responsive to other stakeholder needs and, hence, to encourage the participation of stakeholders in the governance process. Refotms
fronr cumulativc voting to audit committees have been suggested.26
Cor\orate democracl,has come to have at least three meanings over the
years, which prescribe that corporations should be made more democratic: by increasing the role of governrnent, either as a watchdog or by
having public officials on boards of directors; by allowing citizen or public
participati0n in the managing of its affairs via public interest directors and
the like; or by encouraging or mandating the active participation of all or
many of its shareholdrs. The analysis of the preceding section has implications for etch of these levels of democratization.
The propositions of stakeholder analysis advocate a thorough understanding of a firm's stakeholders (in the wide sense) and recognize that
there are times when stakeholders must participate in the decision-making
process. The strategic tools and techniques of stakeholder analysis yield a
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method for deterniining the timing and dcgrec of such participation, At the
absohrte minimurn this implies that boards ol directors nlust be atvare of
the inrpact of their dccisions on key stakehol,ler groups, Ag.-q]dClpt0e6
have begun to exercise more

\

Iras become apparent. I'hus, ihr: analytical motlelcan bc ii-sed by boards to
map carefully the porvcr and stake of each group. While it is not the proper

role of the board to be involved in the intplementation of tactical programs
at the operational level of the corporation, it nrust set the tone for horv the
company deals with stakehoklers, both traditional ntarketplace ones and
those rvho have political porver. The board nust decide not only rvhether
management is managing the affairs ofthe corporation, but indeed, what are to
count as the affairs of the corporation. This involves assessing the stake
aud power of each stakeholder group.

Much has bcen writtcn about the failure of senior management to think
strategically, competitively, and globally. Some have argued that American businesspcrsons are "managing [thcir] rvay to economic decline,"r?
Executives have countered the critics rvitlr cornplairts about the increase in
the adversarial role of governmenl and in lhc nunrbcr of hostile external
inter€st groups. Yct if the criteria for success for senior executives
remains fixated on economic stakcholders with econornic poler and on
short-tcrm performance on Wall Street, the rise of such a turbulent
political cnvironment in a frce and open society should come as no surprise.
]l the norra sees itsel
28

We have argucd that the problent ofgoverning Lhe corporation in
today's world must be vierved in terms of the entire grid of stakeholders

and their power base.

It

is only by setting the direction for positive

response and negotiation at the board level that the adversarial nature of
the business-government relationship can be overcome.
If this task of stakeholder managenrent is done properly, much of the air
is let out of critics who argue that the corporation must be dentocratized in
terms of increased direct citizen participation. Issues which involve both
econornic and political stakes and power bases must bc addressed in an

integrated fashion, No longer can public affairs, public relations, and
corporate philanthropy serve as adequate managcnlent tools. The penal
ties of only "doing good" and "having a positive image" ue enormous in the
wake of 0PDC, Love Canal, and OSHA, The sophistication of interest
groups who arc beginning to use formal power mechanisms, such as proxy
frghts, annual meetings, the corporate charter, to focus the attention of
management on the affairs of the corporation has increased. 2e Respon-

sive boards will seize these opportunities to learn more about those
stakeholders who have chosen the option of voice over the Wall Street
Rule, As l.roards dircct management to respond to these concerns, to
negotiate with critics, to trade off certain policies in rcturn for positive
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support, the pressure for mandated citizen participation will subside,
In addition to the implications of the stakeholder concept for proposed
policy change in corporate democracy and in the context which stakeholder
theory sets for the role of the boards, we believe that our analysis has
implications for the cunent state of the art in the board room.

Conflicting Interests and the Board
The implications of stakeholder analysis for the practical affairs of the
corporation and its advisors can perhaps best be illustrated by exploring
examples of conflict within the ownership groups of corporations. We
believe that stakeholder analysis c:m be as valuable in addressing these
conflicts as in dealing with groups extemal to the corporation who are
seeking increased voice in its operations.
Given the significance of the voting machinery within the corporation, it
is not surprising that many of these internal corporate conflicts take the
form of the traditional proxy fight. Over the past two decades, horvever, a
number of techniques have been developed in contests for corporate
control. These tactics include: direct appeal to shareholder economic
interests lhrough tender offers, issuance ofblocks of shares to employees,
employee stock orvnership plans or other "friendly" holders, "secondary"
boycotts of organizations represented on a corporation's board, and "freezing-out" certain board members from crucial decisions,30 While these
tactics span a broad area of the larv iuld are not usually lumped together,
from the perspr:ctive of the analysis presented here, they share the aspect
of a conflict within the ou'nership group of the corporation, Such a conflict
raiscs fundamental questions of the affairs of the corporation and rnore firndamentaUy of the identity of the corporation and presents especially thomy
issur:s for the board ofdirectors, its advisors and counselors. For the prcsent,
the variety of these conflicts wi.ll be analyzed to show the sEengths and
weaknesses of {.hese techniques,

Conflicts within the Board
Over the past few years a number of examples of disputes on boards of
directors have been serious enough to erupt into the press. The most
notorious of these disputes, perhaps, occuned at Beatrice Foods, a huge
Chicago-based food conglomerate, in the context of a transition of chief
executives, 3l
Beatrice Foods had been rather slow over the years in reorganizing its
board of directors away from the insidr:r-dominated board of the past. A
company that glew largely by acquisitions, first under William G. Kames
and then under Wallace N. Rasmussen, Beatrice owed much of its success
to the strength and character of its chief executives and presented them

with hand-picked boards to do their bidding. In 1978, facing

a Securities
investigation
into
dairy
customers
kickbacks to
and Iixchange Commission
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of tools and techniqucs or through lack of couragc or stamina, have taken
passive attitudes and allowed management to strike its orn bargains,
In recent months, a number of courts have begun to increase their
surveillance of the activities of boards of directors through a trend towud
discarding certain aspects of the so-called business judgment rule,ar Over
the same period, thc Corporate Democracy Act received some modest
support in Congress. It is clear that corporate boards anrltheir advisors ue
not persuading the other interested parties in the corporate governance
arena that their stervardships of corporations is satisfactory. We contend
that much of this failure is due to a lack of systenralic processes for
developing strategies to deal with these admittcdly inlricate situations,
and, further, that the approach presented here, carried out by experienced
practitioners, offers hope for improving the practice of strategy fornrulations and the more effective functioning of the board in making governance
dccisions,
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